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Whichever among the various senses the wandering mind become engrossed in
that sense certainly leads astray his intelligence like the wind santches away a
boat on the water —(Bhagavadgita : Ch.-II, 67)
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~“World's interest in India is rising. We

have to rise to the occasion & establish
global benchmarks in governance,
transparency & taxation.”

-Narendra Modi

“The historic visit by
BarackObama to India was full of
mutual achievements & grand
bonhomie with PM Narendra Modi.”

-Amit Shah

Maha Shivratri : February 17, 2015

Mahashivratri is an auspicious and important festival
of Hindus. The Mahashivratri festival also much
popular as ‘Shivratri’ or ‘Great Night of Lord Shiva’,

is observed every year in the Krishna Paksha of Maagh
according to the Hindu calendar and largely celebrated in
India, Nepal, Mauritius and other countries. Devotees on
Mahashivratri throng to temples, holy shrines, Shakti peethas
and 12 Jyotirlingas like Somnath in Gujarat, Mallikarjuna at
Srisailam in Andra Pradesh, Mahakaleswar at Ujjain in
Madhya Pradesh, Omkareshwar in Madhya Pradesh,
Kedarnath in Himalayas, Bhimashankar in Maharashtra,
Viswanath at Varanasi in Uttar Pradesh, Triambakeshwar in
Maharashtra, Vaidyanath Jyotirlinga at Deogarh in Jharkhand
, Nagnath at Aundha Nagnath in Maharashtra, Rameshwar
at Rameswaram in Tamil Nadu and Grishneshwar at Ellora
near Aurangabad, Maharashtra etc. to offer prayers and please
Lord Shiva.

According to Hindu tradition, Mahashivratri is Lord
Shiva’s favourite day. Devotees on this day remain on fast or perform hour long spiritual meditation
by following rituals to commemorate Mahashivratri and be blessed with grace. In the early morning,
they visit temples to offer cold water, milk and Bela leaves on the Lingam, a symbol for the worship
of Lord Shiva. Holy mantras are also recited and special puja ceremonies are held throughout the
night to celebrate Shivratri.

For women observe fast and offer prayers both to Lord Shiva and Parvati to shower their grace
with a peaceful and blissful married life.

Numerous interesting and intriguing religious stories are believed pertaining to the celebration
to Mahashivratri. In a version, devotees believe that Shivratri is auspicious because it marks the
marriage ceremony of Lord Shiva and Parvati. However, many believe that Mahashivratri signifies
the auspicious night when Lord Shiva performed the dance ‘Tandava’ that led to the creation,
conservation and devastation of the universe. It is believed that the people who fast on this night
and offer prayers to Lord Shiva bring good luck into their life. 
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India and US share responsibility of global and

regional peace, security and development

On 26th January this year the Republic Day of India was graced by a
special guest. US President Barack Obama had earlier accepted the
invitation of Prime Minister Narendra Modi to be the chief guest on

Republic Day – 26th January 2015. It was seen as a remarkable breakthrough in
international diplomacy. Never before a US President was invited as chief guest
on the occasion. Barack Obama accepting the invitation and coming to India to
grace the occasion is seen as India and US coming closer while looking forward
to build strong bilateral relations. It cannot be denied that as two largest
democracies of the world India and US share increasing responsibilities towards
global peace, security and prosperity. India welcomed Obama with much
enthusiasm and warmth.

As Barack Obama arrived along with US first lady Michelle Obama, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in a rare display of warmth broke the protocol to
receive him at the airport. Obama stayed in India from 25th to 27th January 2015
ushering in a new era of friendship between the two countries. Narendra Modi
and Obama are seen to be enjoying a rare personal chemistry and share
understanding on a number of issues. It was seen during September 2014 visit
of Narendra Modi to US and the manner in which WTO deadlock was resolved
by both the countries. It was this personal chemistry that was instrumental in
Narendra Modi extending invitation to Obama and the US President accepting
it immediately. The visit is seen to be remarkable one by the experts as many
new initiatives were taken and logjams cleared. The Indo-US nuclear deal
which was failing to move ahead due to prevalence of certain binding provisions
was given a go ahead with both sides showing the willingness to move ahead.
While a pool of Rs. 1500 crore was created for meeting the provisions of
suppliers’ liability in case of accidents the US agreed to accept India’s reservations
on tracking provisions of nuclear installations using nuclear fuel supplied by it.
The other significant step was that US and India while sharing concerns about
global terrorism agreed on taking measures to counter terrorism and particularly
mention of Jaish-e-Mohammed, Lashkar-e-Taiba, Haqqani group and Daud
acquires importance from India’s perspectives. It was also a significant gain for
India when both countries agreed for regional cooperation  to advance peace,
stability and prosperity in India-Pacific region. The cooperation on defence
productions, US support for India’s permanent seat in the UNSC and USD 4
billion support to India in different fields are other important outcomes from
this visit.

As soon as Prime Minister took oath of the office he embarked on a number
of initiatives projecting a very different image of India in the international
arena. The invitation given to SAARC leaders to attend his oath ceremony was
appreciated across the world. His visit to Nepal and Bhutan and engagement
of India with Myanmar and Bangladesh saw emergence of an India moving
ahead with its neighbours. While an attempt was made to build a bridge with
Pakistan, India also toughened its stand when Pakistan tried to disrespect this
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gesture of goodwill
and replied
v e h e m e n t l y
whenever it resorted
to cross-border
firing. Narendra
Modi’s visit to Brazil,
Japan and Autralia
and Chinese
President’s visit to
India made India’s
relations strong with
these countries while
heralding a new era
of cooperation and
d e v e l o p m e n t .
Narendra Modi’s
visit to US and
Obama’s visit to
India has created a
foundation on which
the bilateral relations
between the two
countries can be
strengthened.  While
India and US have
c o m m i t t e d
themselves to go
forward together in
what is termed as
“Chalein Saath
Saath”, they now
seem to be
committed to build
an enduring strategic
partnership. India
and US as world’s
two largest
democracies share
the responsibility to
usher in an era of
global and regional
peace, security and
prosperity which can
be achieved on the
basis of enduring
friendship between
these two countries.

PM’s energy vision gets UN pat
UN Secretary- General Ban Ki- moon on 05 February lauded

India’s efforts to scale up solar power and clean the Ganga river
through an ambitious rejuvenation project and said Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s leadership and vision in the field of sustainable
development has impressed and inspired him.

In his remarks through a video- link from to the 15th Delhi
Sustainable Development Summit in New Delhi, Ban said, “Renewable
energy can mean cleaner air and better health and climate- smart
agriculture offers better water and food security. Climate change
threatens to undermine hard-earned development gains. But
combating climate change is an opportunity for low- carbon growth
that will benefit people and the planet.”

In the summit, organized by The Energy and Resources Institute
(TERI), Ban pointed to Shri Modi’s vision of development without
destruction and said he had very good talks with the Indian leadership
when he visited New Delhi and Gujarat last month. 

L.K Advani awarded Padma Vibhushan
Former deputy Prime Minister  and senior

parliamentarian Shri Lal Krishna  Advani
has been awarded the Padma Vibhushan,the
second highest civilian honour after the
Bharat Ratna.It is announced on the occasion
of Republic Day every year. It was conferred
by the President of India at a function held at
Rashtrapati Bhavan.

Shri Lal Krishna Advani was born in
Karachi on 8 November 1927 to the Hindu
Sindhi family of Shri Kishanchand D Advani
and Smt. Gyani Devi. He completed his early
schooling from Saint Patrick's High School,
Karachi, and then enrolled at D G National

College in Hyderabad (Pakistan) Sindh. He graduated in Law from
Government Law College, Mumbai University.

Shri Advani joined RSS as Swayamsevak in 1942. He became a member
of the Bharatiya Jana Sangh, which was founded in 1951 by Dr. Syama
Prasad Mookerjee. He is a founding member and member of Margdarshak
Mandal of the Bharatiya Janata Party.

Shri Advani served as Minister of Home Affairs in the BJP-led NDA
government from 1998 to 2004. Additionally, he served as Deputy Prime
Minister of India from 2002 to 2004 under Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee. He was
the Leader of the Opposition in the 10th Lok Sabha and 14th Lok Sabha. He
also adorned the office of BJP National President for five times and considered
as one of the main architects of BJP.  

Government's Achievements
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The President of United States of America
Mr. Barack Obama accompanied by first lady
Michelle Obama joined the 66thRepublic Day

Parade of India as Chief Guest.
It was the first time ever that a President of the

United States of America participated in India‘s
Republic day. The day marked by a display of
India‘s military might and showcase of our rich
cultural diversity.

He arrived in New Delhi a day before the
Republic Day and spent here three days. The three
days (Jan 25 to 27) visit of the American President
saw both countries coming closer. Bilateral relations
among both countries were elevated from a ‘strategic
partnership’ to ‘friendship’.  Shunning the set
tradition of diplomacy of being stiff and too much

formal Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi was
seen establishing personnel chemistry with his
counterpart. PM Modi in the joint Press conference
also pointed out the importance of personnel
chemistry of the leaders in foreign relations.

PM Modi‘s diplomacy culminated in major
breakthrough especially on nuclear agreement and
US‘s support to India‘s claim on permanent
membership to the UNSC. Both nations agreed to
establish hotlines between Prime Minister of India
and the President of USA and National Security
advisors. The leaders of oldest and largest democracy
of the world stressing that regional prosperity is not
possible without security of the region affirmed the
importance of safeguarding maritime security and
ensuring freedom of navigation and over flight

Cover Story : Obama visit

America can be India's
best partner : Obama

Report by Vikash Anand
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throughout the region, especially in the South China
Sea, which is a vital transit point for the global
maritime trade.

In spite of USA‘s discomfort over India‘s solar
policy, PM Modi also succeeded to seek America‘s
cooperation in enhancing Solar energy contribution
in India‘s energy requirement and the meetings
helped to alleviate India as a major emerging power
in the global stage. Wrapping up his three days
Visit Shri Barack Obama hoped US could be India‘s
best partner. He stated, while addressing an audience
of young people at Sri Fort auditorium in New

Delhi, “India and the United States are not just
natural partners - I believe that America can be
India’s best partner.”

To create jobs by  improving  bilateral
trade & investment  both Leaders agreed to
continue to strengthen their broad-based
partnership for development through stronger
trade, technology, manufacturing, and
investment linkages between the two countries
and triangular cooperation with partner
countries, and that continued efforts to
maintain labor standards as per domestic law
and agreed international norms will make
these linkages more durable.It is worth
mentioning that India enjoys balance of trade

with US.  The two sides agreed to hold a
discussion on the elements required in both
countries to pursue an India-U.S. Tantalization
Agreement.

President Obama commended Prime
Minister Modi’s “Jan Dhan” scheme to
prioritize financial inclusion for India’s poor.
The Leaders noted India’s intent to join the
Better Than Cash Alliance. President Obama
and Prime Minister Modi agreed to collaborate
in the implementation of India`s ambitious
Digital India programme and expand

commercial cooperation,
including by encouraging
investment engagement in the
Information and
Communication Technology
(ICT) sector. Acknowledging
the potential for technological
cooperation in the rail sector in
augmenting and optimizing
India`s rail infrastructure, the
Leaders agreed to facilitate U.S.
Trade and Development Agency
and Indian Railways technical
cooperation that will assist
Indian Railways’ efforts to
modify its leasing and public-
private partnership frameworks
to attract private sector funding.

Within hours of Obama‘s
arrival in New Delhi on January
25 six years old deadlock  over

Civil Nuclear Deal  broke in the meeting of
two leaders and made operationalised the
deal.  The nuclear deal had been held up by
US over India‘s strict laws on liability in the
event of nuclear accident. The 123 or civil
nuclear deal was inked between India and US
in October 2008.The deal, however, failed to
deliver business for US firms.There were two
major obstacles: the Indian nuclear liability
law that puts the onus on the supplier in case
of a nuclear accident and the US demand of
tracking of fuel supplied by it and other
countries for the proposed nulear power
plants. The January pact resolved these   two
major hurdles. Under agreement India will

The outcome of Modi-Obama talks:
US extended support to India‘s claim for permanent
membership of UNSC.
Breakthrough in operationalization of Nuclear deal
stalled since 2005
Bilateral Treaty to enhance the two-way commerce that
has already touched a record US$ 100 billion
Defence:India interested in 5 hitech military hardware
items(out of 17  offered) of co-production and co-
development under DTTI.
Bilateral security cooperation against terrorist groups
further enhancing counter terrorism
Regional cooperation: to advance peace, stability,
prosperity in asia pacific and Indian Ocean
Working on how to help in transformation of
Afghanistan
Social security agreement for Indian professionals
working in the US
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create an insurance pool to tackle the nuclear
liability issue. On tracking, India said the
matter will be dealt with according to the
IAEA.

Both leaders in their Joint statement
termed the partnership in science, technology
and innovation a crucial component of the
overall bilateral engagement in the 21st
century.

The Leaders also agreed to continue U.S.-
India collaboration in
hydrology and water
studies and monsoon
modelling and noted the
need to expeditiously work
towards launching an Indo-
U.S. Climate Fellowship to
facilitate human capacity
building. The Leaders
reaffirmed the importance of
providing transparent and
predictable policy
environments for fostering
innovation. Both countries
reiterated their interest in
sharing information and best
practices on IPR issues, and
reaffirmed their commitment
to stakeholders’
consultations on policy
matters concerning
intellectual property
protection. The leaders
noted the on-going
interactions between their
space agencies, including
towards realizing a dual
frequency radar imaging satellite for Earth
Sciences, and exploring possibilities for
cooperation in studying Mars.

In health cooperation the Leaders agreed
to accelerate joint leadership of the global
Call to Action to end preventable deaths
among mothers and children through a third
meeting of the 24 participating countries in
India in June 2015. As host, India will showcase
the power of new partnerships, innovations
and systems to more effectively deliver life-

saving interventions. They also lauded the
highly successful collaboration on a locally
produced vaccine against rotavirus which will
save the lives of an estimated 80,000 children
each year in India alone, and pledged to
strengthen the cooperation in health research
and capacity building through a new phase of
the India-U.S. Vaccine Action Programme.

India and US agreed to renew decade old
Defense Framework Agreement with special

focus on sharing technology for manufacturing
weapon systems in India. Both the countries
identified four “pathfinder” projects for joint
production and development of systems like
Raven Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and
advanced technology for C-130J transport
planes of IAF besides co-operation in research
related to Defence projects.

They acknowledged the need for the two-
way defense engagement to include
technology cooperation and collaboration, co-

Modi, Obama jointly address India-U.S. CEO
Barack Obama

and Narendra
Modi addressed
jointly India-U.S.
CEO Forum in
New Delhi on
January 26. Prime
M i n i s t e r
Narendra Modi in
his address
promised an open business environment, predictable tax regime
and to remove “remaining uncertainties” to US businesses as
President Barack Obama raised issues of trade barriers and
intellectual property while seeking ease of doing business in
India, but also, significantly has assured Modi that he will
look into concerns on the H-1B visa issue. Speaking on the
occasion President Barack Obama assured Prime Minister
Narendra Modi that he  would look into India’s concerns on
the H-1B visa issue as part of his comprehensive immigration
reform, US officials said today. Obama conveyed Prime
Minister Modi that his administration would be in touch with
the Indian government on issues related to H-1B visas, popular
among Indian techies.
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production and co-development. To this end,
the President and the Prime Minister
emphasized the ongoing
importance of the Defence
Technology and Trade Initiative
(DTTI) in developing new areas of
technology cooperation in the
defence sector including through
co-development and co-production
and the Prime Minister welcomed
the U.S. Defense Department’s
establishment of a dedicated rapid
reaction team focused exclusively
on advancing DTTI. Expressing
satisfaction over the efforts made
by both countries to deepen
cooperation in the field of maritime
security, they reiterated their
commitment to upgrading their
bilateral naval exercise MALABAR.

The two sides also noted the
growing cooperation between their
law enforcement agencies,
particularly in the areas of
extradition and mutual legal
assistance, to counter transnational
criminal threats such as terrorism,

narcotics, trafficking, financial and
economic fraud, cybercrime, and
transnational organized crime and pledged
to enhance such cooperation further.

Leaders reiterated their strong
condemnation of terrorism in all its forms
and manifestations with ‘zero tolerance’
and reaffirmed their deep concern over
the continued threat posed by transnational
terrorism including by groups like Al
Qaida and the ISIL, and called for
eliminating terrorist safe havens and
infrastructure, disrupting terrorist
networks and their financing, and stopping
cross-border movement of terrorists.

The Leaders reaffirmed the need for
joint and concerted efforts to disrupt
entities such as Lashkar-e-Tayyiba, Jaish-
e-Mohammad, D Company and the
Haqqani Network, and agreed to continue
ongoing efforts through the Homeland

Security Dialogue as well as the next round of
the U.S.-India Joint Working Group on

Barack Obama presented US telegram
to Constituent Assembly copy

During the visit,US
President Barack
Obama was presented
with a copy of the first
telegram from US to
the Constituent
Assembly of India in
1946 by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi as a
goodwill gesture. The
telegram was sent by then acting secretary of
state Dean Acheson to Sachchidananda Sinha, the
provisional chairman of the Constituent Assembly
on December 9, 1946. The copy was the
reproduction of the telegram, which was read
out at the inaugural sitting of the Constituent
Assembly of India on December 9, 1946.

Since last summit both sides have taken
significant steps to better their partnership

••••• ISRO and NASA implemented an agreement to conduct a
joint synthetic aperture mission

••••• The US defence Policy group met in October to delve into
parts of the agenda agreed upon by the two leaders

••••• India conducted mission to recover the remains of US
soldiers fallen during World WarII

••••• Modi and Obama worked together to see a breakthrough
on what had been an impasse on the trade facilitation
Agreement within the WTO

••••• A US-India higher education dialogue took place in
November to strengthen partnerships at higher level

••••• India MoU to enable greater American pvt sector
investment in India‘s clean energy projects

••••• Trade Policy forum,a conference to hammer out solutions
to commercial impediments, met in November

••••• The sixth round of the joint India-US-Japan trilateral
discussion took place in December

••••• In December, the two countries also launched an
infrastructure collaboration platform in New Delhi

A contact group on civil nuclear cooperation met twice to get
the stalled N-deal moving, and met again in London.

Source : HT
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India & US release a ‘declaration of friendship’
Both the countries

released a ‘declaration of
friendship’ outlining broad
contours of engagements
after Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi and US
President Barack Obama
held extensive talks in
Haiderabad House in new Delhi. The declaration title “Chalein
saath saath; forward together we go” said India and the US
agreed to elevate their long-standing strategic partnership
and that each step being taken to strengthen the ties is a step
towards shaping international security and regional and global
peace.

The declaration said the two countries decided to hold
regular Summits with increased periodicity as well as to
elevate the Strategic Dialogue to a Strategic and Commercial
Dialogue. With breakthrough on nuclear trade  both sides
hope will help establish an enduring strategic partnership.
The strategic elements of the dialogue would continue to be
chaired by India’s external affairs minister and the US
Secretary of State while the Commercial components of the
dialogue would be led by India’s Minister of Trade and
Commerce and the US Secretary of Commerce. 

Counter Terrorism in late
2015 to develop actionable
elements of bilateral
engagement. The two sides
noted the recent U.S. sanctions
against three D Company
affiliates. The President and
the Prime Minister further
agreed to continue to work
toward an agreement to share
information on known and
suspected terrorists. They also
agreed to enter discussions to
deepen collaboration on UN
terrorist designations, and
reiterated their call for
Pakistan to bring the
perpetrators of the November
2008 terrorist attack in
Mumbai to justice.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi already has increased
the target for India‘s  use of
solar energy fivefold from 20
gigawatt to 100 gigawatt and
doubled the target of wind
energy from 20 gigawatt to
40 gigawatt by 2022.US intends to support to
achieve by 2022 to this India’s ambitious goal
of clean energy. Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and US President Barack Obama signed
an agreement to promote clean energy and
expand solar energy initiatives. In joint

US, India sign Smart  Cities pact
The United States would fund necessary

feasibility studies, workshops and other
projects for development of three Smart
Cities in Vishakapatnam, Ajmer and
Allahabad under an agreement signed on
January 25, 2015. The United States Trade
and Development Agency (USTDA) signed
three MoUs on “Cooperation to Support the
Development of Smart Cities in Uttar
Pradesh” with Uttar Pradesh, Andhra
Pradesh and Rajasthan. 

statement both leaders shared  a deep concern
regarding the climate challenge and
understand that meeting it would require
concerted action by their countries and the
international community. They stressed the
importance of enhancing their bilateral
cooperation on adaptation measures, as well
as joint research and development and
technology innovation, adoption and diffusion
for clean energy and efficiency solutions that
will help achieve the goals of transitioning to
a climate resilient and low carbon economy.

President Obama extended his support
for a reformed UN Security Council with
India as a permanent member, and both
leaders committed to ensuring that the
Security Council continues to play an effective
role in maintaining international peace and
security as envisioned in the United Nations
Charter. They also committed to accelerate
their peacekeeping capacity-building efforts
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The spirit of Gandhi is very much
alive in India today : Obama

US President
Barack Obama
on the day of his
arrival in  New
Delhi  visited
Bapu’s memorial
at Rajghat to pay
his tributes to the
great man, calling
him as a “rare gift
to the world”.
Paying his
tributes to
Mahatma at Rajghat, the US President bowed before
Gandhi’s memorial and laid a wreath before observing
a moment of silence. Obama then planted a Peepal
sapling in Rajghat’s garden and went on to sign the
visitor’s book in which he quoted US Civil Rights
leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr as he eulogized the
Father of the Nation for his spirit of love and peace.
“What Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. said then remains
true today - “The spirit of Gandhi is very much alive
in India today. And it remains a great gift to the
world. May we always live in his spirit of love and
peace – among all people and nations, he wrote in the
guest book”. 

in third countries.
In a further effort to strengthen

global nonproliferation and export
control regimes, the President and
the Prime Minister committed to
continue to work towards India’s
phased entry into the Nuclear
Suppliers Group (NSG), the Missile
Technology Control Regime (MTCR),
the Wassenaar Arrangement, and the
Australia Group. The President
reaffirmed the United States’ position
that India meets MTCR requirements
and is ready for NSG membership
and that it supports India’s early
application and eventual membership
in all four regimes.

The Leaders expressed concern
over the Democratic People’s Republic
of Korea’s (DPRK) nuclear and
ballistic missile programmes,
including its uranium enrichment
activity. They urged the DPRK to take
concrete steps toward
denuclearization, as well as to comply
fully with its international obligations,
including relevant UN Security
Council Resolutions, and to fulfill its
commitments under the 2005 Joint
Statement of the Six-Party talks.

India’s forex reserves hit lifetime high at over $322 billion
After a gap of four years, India’s foreign exchange reserves touched a new lifetime high

at USD 322.135 billion for the week ended January 16, driven by higher inflows and lower
outgo of forex on account of a big slump in global crude prices. The reserves jumped by USD
2.66 billion to reach USD 322.135 billion during the week, the Reserve Bank data showed on
January 24. The forex kitty for the first time had crossed USD 320 -billion mark (USD 320.79
billion) for the week ended September 2, 2011. Overseas investors have pumped in USD
3,442.29 million into Indian market markets in this month so far, according to the data given
by Central Depository Services. Foreign brokerage Bank of America-Merrill Lynch said in
a report on January24 that it expects the forex reserves to reach 10 months’ import cover by
March 2016, which currently is at about eight months. Ever since the Narendra Modi
government came to power in May-end, foreign funds had been pumping more and more
dollars into Indian equities. 

Government's Achievements
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Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) National
President Shri Amit

Shah speaking at a function
to mark the birth anniversary
of former Chief Minister
Karpoori Thakur in Patna on
January 23 , accused the
ruling Janata Dal – U
government in
Bihar for the
sudden spurt in
crime including
rape, murder,
abduction, and
robberies on
running trains in
the state.

Accusing JD-U
leader Nitish
Kumar of pushing
the state once
again in the
‘Jungle Raj’,Shri
Shah said that it
was not a
coincidence that
the crime graph in
Bihar had gone off the roof
since the former Chief
Minister decided to join hands
with the original architect of
the ‘Jungle Raj’ Lalu Prasad
Yadav.

“Bihar once again is on
the path of ‘Jungle Raj’.
However, this time the BJP
will not allow these people to
achieve their goal of creating
anarchy in the state,” Shri
Shah added.

Calling Kumar an
arrogant leader who betrayed

the trust of all Biharis, Shri
Shah said that it was the
former Chief Minister’s
jealousy towards Narendra
Modi and his personal dream
of becoming the Prime
Minister of India that led to
his breaking ties with the BJP.

Taking aim at the JD-U,

Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD),
and Congress, the BJP
National President said that
the three parties had fooled
the backwards, dalits, and the
minorities for much too long.

“The the three parties
have used the minority and
the backwards for political
gains by giving them lip
services for decades.
However, they have nothing
to show for in terms of
changes in their economic or
social status.

We won’t allow Jungle Raj to
return to Bihar : Amit Shah

All this will change if a
BJP-led NDA government
came in power in the state,”
he said.

Shri Shah accused Nitish
Kumar and Lalu Prasad Yadav
of abandoning the principles
of Karpoori Thakur saying
after riding on Thakur’s coat-

tail for all these
years, the two
leaders only
sullied the
image of the
socialist leader
who was the
true champion
of the poor and
down-trodden.

To achieve
the party’s
mission 185+
for Bihar
B h a r a t i y a
Janata Party
(BJP) in coming
a s s e m b l y
elections in the

state Shri Amit Shah, who was
on a two-day visit to Patna,
met party workers in the city.
It was his first trip to Bihar
after assuming office of BJP
national President.

Shri Shah held meeting at
the S.K. Memorial Hall and
advised them that if the
committee members of 60,000
booths successfully enrolled
100 new members each, then
the party could meet its target
of having 75 lakh members
by March 31. 

Organisational Activities : President's Pravas
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Organisational Activities : Corporate Leaders join BJP

Joining BJP is like joining a family : Amit Shah

The Bharatiya Janata
Party is not only party
but a family, BJP

National President Shri Amit
Shah said. He was addressing
the gathering  of corporate
leaders.  On the occasion

many top corporate leaders
joined the BJP in presence of
Shri Amit Shah and Bharatiya
Janata Yuva Morcha President
Shri Anurag Thakur, who was
instrumental in getting top
corporate leaders on board to
join BJP.

Addressing the business
leaders, Shri Amit Shah said
that he is confident that GST
would be a reality from April,
2016. Elaborating on the steps
taken by the BJP government
like Make in India,  Land
Acquisition Ordinance, Mines
Ordinance  to change business
climate and restore business
confidence Shri Shah said that,
the perception of country is

changing fast in the globe will
be again riding on the high
growth path in next couple of
years.

Shri Shah said that
corporate leaders today aren’t
joining the party but a family.

Over 100 CEOs became
members of the BJP on the
day which included Perveiz
Alamgir Khan from Luftansa,
Henry Moses country head of
Qatar Airlines, Neeta
Agarwal of AT&T, Jagpreet

Lamba of AIKON Group,
Kapil Kumaria of Corporate
Alliance group, Anil Parashar
of Interglobe Technologies,
Dr. Naveen Talwar, senior
orthopedic surgeon, Fortis
Hospital, Rajeev Tyagi, senior

advocate and
Rajiv Bhambri,
CEO, India
A b r o a d
newspaper (of
r e d i f f . c o m )
U S A / C a n a d a
Many top
executives of
companies Bank
of America,
H o n e y w e l l ,
S p i c e J e t ,
B o m b a r d i e r ,
UTC, KPMG
were also present
on the occasion.

Shri Shah appealed to
take benefit of newly
launched schemes of the
government and create
employment opportunities in
the country.

Shri Thakur said on the
occasion, it is indeed a matter
of great pleasure
‘ P r o f e s s i o n a l s ,
Administrators, CEOs and
Entrepreneurs’ (PACE) have
joined the BJP and BJPs
activities would certainly gain
pace by their joining.
Expressing his confidence Shri
Thakur said, since the top
bosses have joined, other
employees working in these
organizations would also be
motivated to join the BJP. 

Elaborating on the steps
taken by the BJP government

like Make in India,  Land
Acquisition Ordinance, Mines

Ordinance  to change
business climate and restore

business confidence Shri
Shah said that, the perception
of country is changing fast in
the globe will be again riding

on the high growth path in
next couple of years.
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Kerala BJP calls shutdown
over demanding ouster of
bar bribe scam-accused

FM of the state

BJP-sponsored dawn-to-dusk shutdown
in Kerala on January 27 demanding the
ouster of bar bribe scam-accused Finance

Minister KM Mani, resignation of the
Congress-led UDF Government and mid-term
Assembly polls evoked total response. The
State-wide hartal passed off peacefully with
no untoward incidents.

However, normal life was thrown out of
gear as public transport vehicles kept off the
roads and trade and commercial
establishments remained closed across the
State. Attendance at Government offices was
skeletal and educational institutions took a
forced holiday. However, essential services
like hospitals and milk supply had been
exempted from the shutdown.

Several panchayats in the State had also
been exempted from the hartal considering
religious festivals and other such things. Five
panchayats in Kottayam district did not
observe the hartal because of the festival at a
church in Kuruvilangad. The Kerala State Road
Transport Corporation held bus services to
these areas.

The BJP took out demonstrations to
protest against the alleged bid of the
Government to protect Finance Minister Mani,
accused of taking crores of rupees as bribe
from bar owners.

BJP leaders said that the party’s protests
over the bar scam would continue in the
coming days. The party’s efforts, according
to observers, is to highlight the scam politically
by exposing the alleged secret understanding
between the Congress-led front and the
CPI(M) which had reportedly led to the failure
of the protests over the infamous solar scam
in 2013. (FOC)

TMC member joins BJP

On the day Trinamool Congress (TMC)
Rajya Sabha MP Srinjoy Bose quit his
post as an MP and the party, former

TMC member and State Commission for
Women member Locket Chatterjee joined

the BJP in Kolkata on 05 February stating she
was feeling suffocated in the TMC.

 “Since I am no longer a part of the TMC,
I cannot continue being a member of the
State Commission of Women. I don’t want to
be associated with a party which is tainted
by scams. My personal principles were
clashing with the TMC. I could no longer
work with the party. I could not protest
within the party hence I quit the party to
protest outside of it,” the actor told media
persons.

There has been a sense of distrust among
the TMC members since the multi-crore
Saradha scam was out, she said and added
that TMC leaders were always questioned
about the scam.

 “Corruption is rampant in TMC and
honest members should never be a part of
corruption within the party. Perhaps my
decision of joining the BJP will help those
who want to break ranks with the TMC to
make up their mind,” she said. (FOC)

Organisational Activities
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The Prime Minister, Shri
Narendra Modi, on
22nd January 2015

made an emotional appeal to
the people of India, saying he
“comes as a bhikshuk to beg
for the lives of daughters” as
he   addressed a large
gathering consisting
predominantly of women at
Panipat in Haryana, on the
occasion of the launch of the
National Programme “Beti

Bachao, Beti Padhao.” Stating
that we have no right to call
ourselves 21st century citizens
as long as we have an 18th
century mindset, the Prime
Minister called for an end to
the discrimination between
sons and daughters, saying
this was the key to ending
female foeticide.

Government has
introduced a new scheme
called Beti Bachao, Beti
Padhao, which will help in
generating awareness and
improving the efficiency of
delivery of welfare services
meant for women with an
initial corpus of Rs 100 crore.
The Union Finance Minister
Shri Arun Jaitley announced
in his maiden Budget Speech
that government would focus
on campaigns to sensitize
people of this country
towards the concerns of the
girl child and women. He said
that the process of
sensitization must begin early
and therefore the school
curriculum must have a
separate chapter on gender

Sukanya Samriddhi Account Yojana launched
A Small Savings Instrument for girl child – Sukanya Samriddhi

Account was also launched on January 22, by the Prime Minister at
Panipat, Haryana, as part of the launch of ‘Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao’
campaign.
♦ Sukanya Samriddhi Account can be opened in the name of a girl

child any time from her birth till she attains the age of 10 years
with a minimum deposit of Rs. 1000 and thereafter any amount
in multiple of Rs. 100 can be deposited. For one time, a girl child
who has attained the age of 10 years prior to one year from the
date of introduction of this scheme, is also eligible under the
scheme.

♦ The account can be opened in any post office or authorized
branches of commercial banks across the country by producing
birth certificate of the girl child.

♦ A maximum of Rs. 1,50,000 can be deposited in a financial year.
♦ The account holder girl child will be able to operate the account

herself on attaining the age of 10 years.
♦ The account will remain operative for 21 years from the date of

opening of account or marriage of the girl child after attaining 18
years of age whichever is earlier.

♦ To meet the requirement of higher education expenses of the
account holder girl child, partial withdrawal of 50 % of the
balance would be allowed after the girl child has attained the age
of 18 years. The provision of not allowing withdrawal from the
account till the girl child attains the age of 18 years has been kept
to prevent early age marriage of girls.

♦ To motivate parents to open an account in the name of girl child
and for her welfare to deposit maximum of their savings upto the
prescribed limits, higher rate of interest @ 9.1 % is proposed to be
given on the deposits on annually compounded basis with income
tax concessions in this financial year.

PM launches “Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao” programme
Government's Achievements
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PM Narendra Modi expresses joy as PaHal
scheme registration crosses ten crore mark

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on February 5 expressed his
joy after PaHaL (Pratyaksha
Hastaantarit Laabh), the Direct
Benefit Transfer scheme for LPG
Subsidy Yojana crossed
registration mark of ten crores.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi expressed his joy after PaHaL
(Pratyaksha Hastaantarit Laabh), the Direct Benefit Transfer
scheme for LPG Subsidy Yojana crossed registration mark of
ten crores.

Prime Minister Modi took to twitter for expressing his joy.
“Gives me great joy to know that over 10 crore citizens

have been registered as a part of the PAHAL Yojana. A
momentous accomplishment,” tweeted Prime Minister Modi.
“This makes PAHAL Yojana among the largest cash transfer
schemes in the world. Congrats to beneficiaries and officials,”
he added.

“PAHAL Yojana will bring end to black-marketeering,
subsidy will rch ppl more effectively. Its role in nation-building
is imprtnt,” he said in a series of tweets. PM Modi had on
January 31 reviewed PaHaL during a high-level meeting here.
PaHaL, which covers more than 9.75 crore LPG consumers, is
perhaps the world’s largest cash transfer program as compared
to similar programs in other countries such as China, Mexico
and Brazil. Under PaHaL, LPG cylinders are sold at market
rates and entitled consumers get the subsidy directly into their
bank accounts. This is done either through an Aadhaar linkage
or a bank account linkage. PaHaL aims to reduce diversion
and eliminate duplicate or bogus LPG connections. 

Petrol price cut by Rs 2.42 a litre;
diesel 2.25 per litre

Petrol price was on February 3 cut by Rs 2.42 per
litre and diesel by Rs 2.25 a litre in step with fall in
international oil prices. Petrol in Delhi will cost Rs 56.49
a litre from midnight tonight as compared to Rs 58.91
now. Similarly, diesel will cost Rs 46.01 per litre as
against Rs 48.26 at present.This is the 10th straight
reduction in petrol price since August and sixth in diesel
since October.

After the price cuts, petrol price is the lowest since
September 2010 while diesel is cheapest since March
2013.  ATF has a higher octane than petrol and diesel is
a heavier fraction in the distillation process. 

mainstreaming.
He said though this

programme has been organized
in Panipat in Haryana, the
message is relevant across the
country. If daughters are not
born, how will you get daughters-
in-law, the Prime Minister asked?
He said there were people who
wanted educated daughters-in-
law, but were reluctant to educate
their own daughters, and called
for an end to this hypocrisy.

The Prime Minister recalled
the astronaut Kalpana Chawla,
who was originally from
Haryana, as an example of how
girls could excel and make a name
for themselves.  He said girls
were today doing well in sports,
in education and health sectors,
and had a very significant
contribution, even in agriculture.

The Prime Minister thanked
noted actress Madhuri Dixit, who
participated in this programme,
despite her mother being
seriously unwell. He said this
demonstrated her commitment to
the cause, and similar
commitment would be required
to the gender imbalance created
in our society. The Prime Minister
launched the “Sukanya Samriddhi
Account” for the benefit of the
girl child. He  released a stamp
on the theme “Beti Bachao, Beti
Padhao,” and administered the
“Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao”
pledge.

The Governor of Haryana
Prof. Kaptan Singh Solanki, the
Chief Minister of Haryana, Shri
Manohar Lal, Union Ministers
Smt Maneka Gandhi, Shri Ravi
Shankar Prasad, Smt Smriti Irani,
were present on the occasion.
(FOC)

Government's Achievements
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It remains to be seen
yet what positive and
net benefits accrue to

India from the visit of
Prime Minister Shastri to
the USSR. But to an India
who had been touched to
the quick by recent
postures of the USA, the
trip is sure to have some
sort of a balmy effect. The
common men cannot fail
to notice the contrast
between the cowboy
diplomacy and the bear’s
tickling. In the present
state of the nation’s
mood, few can be
expected to discern the
dangerous consequences
of the latter. No wonder
if Indo-US friendship
suffers a set back.

There are people both in
India and USA who want to
strengthen Indo-US ties of
friendship. The two countries
are wedded to democracy. In

the East and the West
respectively each can be a
bulwark of strength for
democracy. But this
ideological affinity is too thin
to forge strong and enduring

bonds of unity. History
gives numberless
examples where ideology
has been totally irrelevant
to international attitudes.
Moreover, USA itself has
not cared much to
preserve and promote
democracy wherever it
has gone. Generally
speaking, except for the
countries of West Europe.
Democracy has been a
casualty in all the
countries allied to the
USA. We do not mean it
to be any reflection of
USA. Democracy by its
very nature cannot be
transplanted or artificially
propped up. It is the
genius of the people that

can sustain it. Therefore, those
who desire friendship with
USA should know that such
friendship cannot be built on
wishful premises.

It is only on the basis of

Wanted : An Enduring Basis for Indo-US Amity
-Pt. Deendayal Upadhyaya

We are publishing an article written by Pt. Deendayal Upadhyay in Organiser on 31 May,
1965 on the need and basis of India-US friendship. While today under the leadership of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi India is in the process of building a strong relation with US and when
US President Barack Obama visit to India has lent strength to the process an article written
in 1965 still appears relevant. The article was written in the context of the then Prime
Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri’s visit to USSR and the kind of international situation prevailing
therein where US position vis-à-vis India was not seen to be a neutral one. He wrote, “India
should give up its role of the preacher and the USA of a mediator between India and
Pakistan” and said that an enduring relationship can be build only when both countries
confine themselves to the issues related to their mutual interests. The article gives an insight
into the way Jansangh formulated its policies related to external affairs and pleaded for
change in outlook under its ideological premise. We hope that our esteemed readers will
find it an interesting reading

- Editor

VAICHARIKI
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hard realities of national life
that international relations
have to be built. If USA and
India are mutually useful and
beneficial to each other, we
can continue to be friends and
benefit each other. If on the
other hand we pursue policies
that are either irksome or
harmful to each other’s
interests, estrangement
between our relations is
bound to come. Let us now
take the other for granted.
This has been a basic mistake

on both the sides. Those in
the State Department have
developed a supercilious
attitude. They treat India as
they treat other allied
governments. Similarly our
external affairs ministry and
the government are so
convinced of the justice of
their cause, that they expect
an automatic support from
everybody. We do not
recognise the need and scope
of diplomacy in such matters.
We must change our ways.

USA has failed to
understand the delicate
relationship between India
and Pakistan. We cannot
comprehend and appreciate
the USA’s morbid opposition
to communism. If there is
anything which has played

Indo-US relations, it is USA’s
bias in favour of Pakistan. In
all matters against India
Pakistan can safely rely on US
support? India, unable to see
any plausible justification for
this behaviour of the USA,
especially after Pakistan’s
open flirtation with
Communist China. America’s
love for Pakistan is a mystery
as deep as late Pandit Nehru
love for Krishna Menon
Similarly USA wants us to
lend our support to its

opposition to Soviet Russia.
That India has persistently
refused to do. Even those
who are opposed to
communist recognise the need
and usefulness of Indo-Soviet
friendship America’s case
against Communism
recognise the need and
usefulness of Indo-Soviet
friendship. America’s case
against Communism and
Soviet Russia is based on the
Stalinist era. With the recent
changes in Soviet Russia and
especially with the growing
detente between Russia and
China, the number of Soviet-
phoebes in India has fast
decreased. If American
friendship is to be secured at
the cost of Indo-Soviet
friendship few would

consider the bargain
worthwhile. Except for few
extremists, Indians in general
desire to live in friendship
with both USA and USSR. The
task is difficult and delicate
but not impossible, if only we
follow certain do’s and don’t.
Let us in the first place confine
this relationship only to those
matters that strictly concern
the two countries. In all other
matters we can afford to be
neutral or follow a policy that
is not against the interests of
the other partner. Now that
we have enough troubles of
our own let us forget the
world at least for the moment.
India should give up its role
of the preacher and the USA
of a mediator between India
and Pakistan. Realising their
embarrassment, we do not
want any support from the
Anglo-American blocks in our
conflicts with Pakistan. Let
them give up their patronising
attitude. If they can be neutral
and non-aligned between the
two, there will be no cause
for grievance by either.

India can also give up the
role of peace-maker that it has
been accustomed to play so
far.

Recent happenings have
greatly damaged Indo-US
relations. Unless some social
attempts are made the ‘status
quo ante’ will not be restored.
There are people in the
country who are exploiting
the situation to further their
nefarious game; If American
is really against communism
it should not do things that
help them.

India should give up its role of the preacher and the USA
of a mediator between India and Pakistan. Realising
their embarrassment, we do not want any support from
the Anglo-American blocks in our conflicts with Pakistan.
Let them give up their patronising attitude. If they can
be neutral and non-aligned between the two, there will
be no cause for grievance by either.
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Chandikadas Amritrao
Deshmukh also known
as Nanaji Deshmukh

was known for his sharp
intellect and extraordinary
organizing skill who left an
indelible mark in Indian
politics. Born on October
11,1916 in a modest
M a h a r a s h t r i a n
family at Kadoli, a
small town in
Parbhani district,
Nanaji had little
money to pay for his
tuition fees and
books. But he had
such a burning zeal
and desire for
education and
knowledge that he
did not shy away
from working as a
vendor and selling
vegetables to raise
money for realising
his objective.

Nanaji was
deeply inspired by
Lokamanya Tilak and his
nationalist ideology. He
showed keen interest in social
service and activities. His
family was in close contact
with Dr. Hedgewar who was
a regular visitor to the family
of Nanaji. He could discern
an immense hidden potential
in Nanaji and encouraged him
to attend RSS shakahas.

In 1940, after the death of
Dr. Hedgewar, many
youngsters inspired by him

joined the RSS in
Maharashtra. Nanaji was
among those enthused youths
who joined the RSS devoting
their whole life in service to
the Nation. He was sent to
Uttar Pradesh as a Pracharak.
At Agra he met Deendayalji
for the first time. Later, Nanaji

went to Gorakhpur as a
pracharak where he took great
pains to introduce Sangh
ideology in the eastern UP. It
was not an easy task at that
time as the Sangh had no
funds to meet even day-to-
day expenses. He had to stay
in a Dharmashala but had to
keep on changing
Dharmashalas as no one was
allowed to stay there for
more than three days
consecutively. Ultimately, he
was given shelter by Baba

Raghavdas on the condition
that he would also cook meals
for him.

Within three years, his
hard work bore fruits and
almost 250 Sangh Shakhas
cropped up in and around
Gorakhpur. Nanaji always
laid great emphasis on

education. He
established India’s
first Saraswati Sishu
Mandir at
Gorakhpur in 1950.
It reflects Nanaji’s
love for education
and knowledge.

When in 1947
the RSS decided to
launch two journals
“Rashtradharma”
and “Panchjanya”
and a newspaper
called “Swadesh”
Shri Atal Bihari
Vajpayee was
assigned the
responsibility of the

editor and Shri Deendayalji
was made the Margdharshak
with Nanaji as the Managing
Director. It was a challenging
task as the organization was
hard up for money to bring
out the publications, yet it did
never dampen their spirits
and these publications gained
popularity and recognition.

Mahatma Gandhi’s
assassination led to
imposition of ban on the RSS
and publication work came to
a grinding halt. A different

Punyatithi : 26th February

Nanaji Deshmukh : A saint and an organiser

SHRADHANJALI
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strategy was adopted keeping
the ban in mind and Nanaji
was the brain behind
underground publication
work by the RSS those days.
When the ban was lifted and
it was decided to have a
political organization, Jana
Sangh came into being. Nanaji
was asked by Shri Guruji to
take charge of Bharatiya Jana
Sangh in Uttar Pradesh as
party Secretary. Nanaji had
worked as RSS pracharak in
Uttar Pradesh and his
groundwork proved of a
great help in organizing BJS
at the grass roots. By 1957
BJS had established its units
at each and every district in
Uttar Pradesh and credit for
this goes to the Nanaji who
had extensively traveled all
over the State.

Soon, BJS became a force
to reckon with in Uttar
Pradesh. In 1967 BJS became
the part of United Legislature
Party Government headed by
Chaudhary Charan Singh.
Nanaji played a crucial role in
evolving the alliance as he
enjoyed good relations with
Charan Singh and Dr. Ram
Manohar Lohia. He was
successful in bringing leaders
of different political
background on one platform
to give Uttar Pradesh its first
non-Congress government.

A political giant, like
Chandra Bhanu Gupta, had
to face one of the biggest
challenges of his life when
Nanaji outwitted him not once
but thrice. On one occasion,
he planned a strategy to
defeat the Congress nominee

and CB Gupta’s favorite in
Rajya Sabha. When CB Gupta
himself contested elections
from Lucknow in 1957, Nanaji
crafted an alliance with
socialist groups and helped
Babu Triloki Singh in
registering an impressive win
over Gupta. Shri Gupta faced
another embarrassment when
he was again defeated at
Maudaha in Uttar Pradesh.

In Uttar Pradesh BJS
gained strength from
Deendayalji’s margdarhsan,
Atalji’s oratory skills and
Nanaji’s organizational work
and it emerged as an
important player in the State
politics. Nanaji always shared
good relations not only with
his party colleagues but also
with his Opponents. Shri CB
Gupta, who suffered many
humiliating, defeats at the
hands of Nanaji, yet he
continued to have great
respect for him and called him
‘Nana Phadanvis ‘. His
relations with Dr. Ram
Manohar Lohia changed the
course of Indian politics. Once
he invited Dr. Lohia in BJS
karaykarta sammelan where
he met Deendayalji for the
first time and this association
brought the BJS closer to
socialist parties in exposing
the Congress and its misrule.

Nanaji actively
participated in Bhoodan
Movement started by Vinoba
Bhave. By spending two
months with Vinoba he was
inspired by the success and
appeal of the movement.
When Jai Prakash Narayan
gave the call for” Total

Revolution” he responded by
giving total support to this
movement. When the Janata
Party was formed Nanaji was
one of its main architects.
Janata Party stormed into
power by sweeping off the
Congress and Nanaji was
elected from Balrampur
parliamentary constituency in
Uttar Pradesh. When he was
offered ministerial berth by
the then Prime Minister, Shri
Morarjee Desai he politely
refused it. For him politics
was never a career but a
mission. He was not the
person who would stick to
politics or office come what
may. Of his own volition he
announced his retirement
from politics in presence of
Jai Paraksh Narain and since
then never looked back.

Nanaji devoted his entire
time to Deendayal Research
Institute that he himself
established way back in 1969.
He established Chitarkoot
Gramodya Vishwavidyalaya
in Chitrakoot, India’s first
rural university and was its
first Chancellor. NDA
Government headed by Shri
Atal Bihari Vajpyaee
nominated him as an MP in
Rajya Sabha in the year 1999
as recognition to his services
to the nation. In recognition
to his lifelong service he was
honoured with Padma
Vibhushan by the government
of India in 1999. He left for
his heavely abode on 27th

February 2010 at the age of
93. 

(Source: http://
www.chitrakoot.org/)
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A Strong and Stable Pakistan would
serve Indian Interests

India too must realise that it is in India’s
own interest that there should be a strong and
stable Pakistan between India and USSR as a
buffer. Any temptation to take advantage of
Pakistan’s present difficulties can in the long
run prove very costly to India herself.

The Government of India should take an
initative to overcome the setback in our
relations with Pakistan. When BJP Vice-
president Shri Jethmalani visited Pakistan a
few months back in connection with the
problems of Afghan refugees, President
General Zia told him in the presence of the
Indian Ambassador to Pakistan that Pakistan
is agreeable to having a no-war pact with
India. We should have pursued this matter
from this point onwards. We should also take
steps to resume talks with Peking at high
level.
India must assist Moral Strength

In the fast deteriorating international
situation, India can play a meaningful role
only if it expressed itself clearly and

unhesitatingly against any encroachment upon
the freedom of nations, any violation of
frontiers and any interference in the internal
affairs of other peoples. India should show
some moral strength even in international
realtions.
In search of Excuses

To cover up its dismal failure on all fronts,
the Government is resorting to ever new
excuses. The first six months were whiled
away with the refrain that the train of
administration had been derailed and
ploughed into earth during the 28 months of
the Janata rule and that it would take time to
put it back on the rails. The next six months
are being passed with the alibi that the
Opposition with its disruptionist tactics, is not
allowing the Government to function.

Those who raised a hue and cry at some
stray incidents of chain-snatching in Delhi
during the Janata days are now indulging in
legal hair splitting to prove daylight dacoities
as mere robberies. Those who hurled stones
at me as a protest against delay in the arrest
of Billa and Ranga, are now mum over the

‘Darkness will be dispelled, the Sun will
rise and the Lotus shall bloom’

Bharat Ratna Atal Bihari Vajpeyee remains a towering figure
in Indian politics. His contribution to Indian politics and public
life is immense and he is an inspiration to large number of people.
The nation has also celebrated his birth day as ‘Sushashan Divas’
on 25th December 2014. Atalji became the first president of Bharatiya
Janata Party at the time of its formation on 6th April 1980. The
circumstance that led to the formation of BJP and that necessitated
the parting ways from then Janata Party were unique and offered a
challenge to the members of erstwhile Jansangh who had decided to

merge with Janata Party in the national interest. Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee led the party to
face the challenges of the time and restarted the process of building the new party. The
Presidential Speech delivered by Atalji in the National Council meeting held in Bombay
(now Mumbai) on 28-30 December 1980 set tone for the new spirit of the party and announced
the new found resolve of the karyakartas of erstwhile Jansangh to rededicate themselves in
the service of Maa Bharati. It was a historic speech. We are publishing the Presidential Address
of Atalji for our esteemed readers in a series. The fifth part of the series is published below:

Part V
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failure of the police to trace the murderers of
Jaisinghani, uncover the mystery of Mrs.
Purnima Singh’s death and haul up all the
criminals responsible for the murder of the
Nirankari Baba.

The incidents of Pipra and Parasbigha in
Bihar were no less painful than that of Belchi.
But the Prime Minister did not care to go
there even in a helicopter whereas she went
riding on an elephant to Belchi. She dismissed
the UP Government on the issue of Naraipur
but she refused to accept the resignation of
her own Chief Minister whose Government
had failed to prevent the killing of hundreds
at Moradabad. Today, she is never tired of
blaming the opposition for making political
capital out of every incident. But she seems to
have conveniently forgotten what she had
herself said at Naraipur that, if the
Government commits a mistake, why shouldn’t
the opposition exploit it.
Kisan StruggleStruggleStruggleStruggleStruggle

The present wave of mass agitations in
various parts of the country is in fact a
spontaneous phenomenon. The Assam
agitation against infiltration of foreigners,
which is more than a year old now, has
surpassed even the independence struggle in
point of its sweep and the mass support and
cooperation that it enjoys. It is a national
endeavour expressive of the determination of
the youth force to protect the territorial
integrity of India and the identity of Assam.
It has nothing to do with political parties or
partisan politics.

The movements being run by the Kisans in
Karnataka, Maharashtra, Gujarat, Madhya
Pradesh etc. to get their demands accepted,
are also not inspired by political parties. Kisans
belonging to all parties, including the ruling
party, are participating in this fight.
Soaring Prices

In fact, the economic condition of the
peasantry has deteriorated over the years.
The costs of inputs like fertilizers, irrigation,
electricity, diesel, seeds, etc. have gone up,
but the income from the produce has not
increased proportionately. The soaring prices

of non-agricultural goods have also hit them
badly because they are consumers also.
Rural Indebtedness

The figures of rural indebtedness are
startling. Only a few years ago, the overdue
debts amounted to Rs. 750 crore. Now they
have risen to 6000 crore. Moreover, 85 percent
of the agriculturists are in debt.

The Bharatiya Janata Party considers the
farmers’ demand of remunerative prices for
agricultural commodities as completely
justified and supports it fully.

As long as a proper ratio is not established
between the prices of sugarcane and sugar,
cotton and cotton textiles, groundnut and
vanaspati oil, jute and jute manufactures, etc.,
the exploitation of producers of raw materials
will continue and the manufacturers of
industrial goods will go on making exorbitant
profits.
Fall in Cotton Prices

The price of cotton cloth has trebled in the
last few years, but the price of cotton has gone
down. The famous ‘Varlakshmi’ cotton of
Andhra which fetched Rs. 1200-1500 per
quintal, has now slumped to Rs. 500. The cost
of jute production is Rs. 192 per tonne whereas
the officially fixed price is only Rs. 150 per
tonne.

The Andhra Government had fixed the
paddy support price at Rs. 105 per quintal but
the farmers had to sell it off at Rs. 75 per
quintal for lack of proper purchase
arrangements by government agencies. This
situation holds good at other places and for
other crops as well.
Cost of Agricultural Produce

The Agricultural Prices Commission has
failed in its purpose. It should be disbanded
and a new body set up in its place to determine
the cost of agricultural produce by taking into
consideration the prices of industrial goods as
well as the soaring cost of living of the Kisans
and their needs.
Awakening Among Farmers

The farmer has now risen from centuries
of sloth and ignorance to claim his due. He
should be given credit for making the country
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self-sufficient in foodgrains and saving foreign
exchange worth billions. The attempt to create
a rift in the Kisan movement on the basis of
big and small farmers or between the rural
producer and the urban consumer will not
succeed. The awakening created by the
movement in the countryside will also benefit
the landless labourers.
Increase Foodgrain Production

The Government should take the farmers
into confidence and chalk out a timebound
programme to double the foodgrain
production. The world is likely to suffer from
food shortage for a long time. However, India
has the capacity to become a leading exporter
in this respect. This potential should be fully
utilised.
Assam Movement

Assam is burning. A conflagration has been
raging there for the last one year. The people
of Assam are becoming strangers in their own
State because of large scale infiltration of
foreign citizens. This process has been going
on for decades. I recall having drawn the
Government’s attention to this matter in 1957
after being elected to the Lok Sabha for the
first time. I had then warned that the situation
would take an explosive turn if no effective
remedial steps were taken to prevent such
infiltration. But the Government failed to
realise the seriousness of the problem.

The magnitude of the foreigners’ problem
is not small, as the powers-that-be try to depict
it. In 1978, during the Janata rule, in Mangaldoi
Lok Sabha constituency alone, 47,600 names
of foreigners were detected in the voters’ list.
Between 1957 and 1970, there has been an
increase of 12 lakh names in the voters’ list of
Assam, but between 1970 and 1979, the increase
has been to the order of 28 lakh new voters.

Future of Foreigners
Due to the attitude of the Central

GoVernment during the last twelve months,
the Assam problem has become more
complicated. Sometimes the Government tries
to give it the colour of Assamese versus non-
Assamese and sometimes it resorts to the
policy of bringing about a confrontation

between the Assamese and the Bengalis. Yet
again, it tries to make it a Hindu-Muslim
question. But it always refuses to see the
foreigners’ problem in the state in its real
form.

Assam is a frontier province. It has its
geographical importance and from the military
point of view it is the gateway of India. Full
of scenic charm, it is rich in oil, minerals,
vegetation, water and springs. It has a rich
cultural heritage. But today’s Assam is poor,
disregarded, exploited and cursed. Assamese
people blame the Centre for their
backwardness. They also complain of callous
attitude towards their language and heritage.

As a result of several rounds of talks
between the Central Government and leaders
of the movement, differences have already
narrowed and now the deadlock centres round
the future of foreigners coming between 1961
and 1971. The Government is not ready to
settle them outside the State, whereas the
agitation leaders do not consider it feasible
and desirable to put the entire burden on
their State.

Both sides should soften their stiff stand
and adopt a via media in relation to the
identification and deletion of the names of
those who entered the state between 1961 and
1971. The question whether such people should
be allowed to live in Assam or settled in other
States should be left to the new Government
elected on the basis of a new voters’ list.
Discuss Present Government

The present government in Assam has been
formed to fulfil a constitutional obligation.
But there is no constitutional and moral
propriety of expediency in continuing it.
Hence, it should be dismissed immediately.
Repression won’t do

The mass movement of Assam cannot be
suppressed with bullets or arrests. It is suicidal
to deal with a movement, with which almost
every Assamese man, woman and child is
emotionally linked, as a purely law and order
issue. The path of repression is not the path of
peace.

...To be continued
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The World Economic
Forum’s Meet at Davos
was one with a

difference. India had the
second largest contingent next
only to that of the United
States. For the past few years
serious doubts had been
expressed about India and its
economic potential. It was
placed as a member of the
“fragile five”. “I” was in danger
of falling off from the BRICS.
Both within and outside India
there was despondency. This
year the environment was
entirely different.

After 30 years the Indian
electorate had voted a
Government with a single
party majority. India’s Prime
Minister was being described
as a strong, decisive and a
pro-reform leader. The four
important ordinances relating
to land, insurance, coal and
mining have demonstrated
India’s determination
towards reforms. Investors
were looking at India with
greater enthusiasm. The India
focussed meetings were over-
attended. Many who wanted
to register for these meetings
were disappointed at the fact
that they could not get entry.
Government leaders, policy
makers, heads of major
corporations were engaging
with India. Our own
industrialists were attending
the conferences with a
renewed sense of confidence

with their heads held high.
The optimism was,

however, tempered with
caution. Will India be able to
deliver what it has promised?
Will all these ordinances
translate into law? Will the
obstructionists be able to
derail India’s march? Many
questions centered around
this skepticism.

President Barack Obama’s
visit to India has helped forge
a new commercial relationship
with India. The conclave of
Indian and American CEOs
exhibited a strong confidence
about India. The desire of
American businesses to invest
in India was great. Their
queries related essentially to
the ease of doing business in
India. With the American
economy growing stronger,
US corporates are flush with
funds looking to invest
elsewhere. India appears high
on their agenda.

Both internal and external
factors favour India. The
United States is undoubtedly

the principal engine of global
economic growth. Its growth
rate is moving up. Brazil,
South Africa and Europe are
facing challenges. China has
realistically accepted that 7
per cent growth rate is their
new normal. The IMF
considers this figure as more
than normal.

The oil price decline has
favoured India as a net buyer.
With a reform oriented
Government in place, India’s
policy to move upwards in
near future is rated high. States
are competing with each other
for higher growth. Shri N.
Chandrababu Naidu and Shri
Devendra Fadnavis, Chief
Ministers of Andhra Pradesh
and Maharashtra were
aggressively marketing their
states for investment in Davos.
India needs more resources.
Our domestic resources are
not adequate. The cost of our
capital is high. The world is
looking to invest. There are
not too many options which
are more attractive than India.
Whereas most competing
economies are facing serious
challenges, India is promising
to accelerate its growth. Hope
has revisited us. We cannot
allow obstructionism or
complacency to squander this
opportunity. This is a loud
and clear message from
Davos.” 

(The writer is Union
Minister of Finance and I&B)

President Obama, Davos and After
By Arun Jaitley

President Barack Obama’s
visit to India has helped forge
a new commercial
relationship with India. The
conclave of Indian and
American CEOs exhibited a
strong confidence about
India.  The desire of American
businesses to invest in India
was great.
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Achieving self-reliance
and reducing
dependence on

foreign countries in defence
is a necessity today rather
than a choice, both for
strategic and economic
reasons.  The Government in
the past has created
production capabilities in
defence in form of Ordnance
Factories and Public Sector
Undertakings to cater to the
requirements of our Armed
Forces. However, there is a
need to enlarge the role of
Indian private sector as well
to develop capabilities and
capacities for production of
various defence equipments.

Our Prime Minister has
taken a very important
initiative in form of ‘Make in
India’ to promote and
encourage domestic
manufacturing of various
items.  The requirement for
domestic production of
defence equipment is more
than for any other sector
because it will not only save
precious foreign exchange but
will also address the national
security concerns.

Government being the
only consumer, ‘Make in
India’ in defence sector will
be driven by our procurement
policy.  The Government
policy of promoting domestic
defence industry is
adequately reflected in the

Defence Procurement Policy,
wherein preferential
treatment is given to ‘Buy
(Indian)’ and ‘Buy and Make
(Indian)’ categories of
acquisition over ‘Buy
(Global)’.  In the days to come,
import is going to be the
rarest of the rare option and
first opportunity would be
given to the Indian Industry
to develop and manufacture
the required systems. As

Indian companies presently
may not have adequate
capabilities in terms of
technology, they are
encouraged to partner with
foreign companies for joint
ventures, technology transfer
arrangements and tie-ups.

If we look at the profile
of Acceptance of Necessity
(AONs) granted by Defence
Acquisition Council (DAC) in
the last couple of months after
the new Government has
come to power, proposals
worth more than Rs.65,000
crores have been categorized
under ‘Buy (Indian)’ and ‘Buy

and Make (Indian)’. The
process of further orienting
the Defence Procurement
Procedure towards
procurement from domestic
industry will continue in
future as well.  The
procurement process would
be made more efficient, time
bound and predictable so that
the industry can plan its
investment and R & D well in
advance to meet the

requirement of our armed
forces.

Till now, there were many
entry barriers for the
domestic industry to enter
into defence sector in terms
of licensing, FDI policy
restrictions etc.  In the last six
months, the Government has
taken several policy initiatives
to ease the process of entry
into defence manufacturing.
The most important is the
liberalization of the FDI
policy regime for Defence
sector to encourage foreign
investment in the sector.  FDI
up to 49% is allowed through

Make in India - Defence Sector
By Manohar Parrikar

‘Make in India’ in defence sector will be driven by our procurement
policy.  The Government policy of promoting domestic defence
industry is adequately reflected in the Defence Procurement
Policy, wherein preferential treatment is given to ‘Buy (Indian)’
and ‘Buy and Make (Indian)’ categories of acquisition over ‘Buy
(Global)’.  In the days to come, import is going to be the rarest
of the rare option and first opportunity would be given to the
Indian Industry to develop and manufacture the required systems.
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Government route (with FIPB
approval).  FDI above 49% is
also allowed on a case-to-case
basis with the approval of
Cabinet Committee on
Security wherever the
proposal is likely to result in
access to modern and state-
of-the-art technology in the
country. Restrictions in earlier
policy related to Foreign
Institutional Investment (FII)
and majority shareholding to
be held by single Indian
shareholder have been
removed.

Even though private
sector industry was allowed
to enter in defence
manufacturing since 2001,
after obtaining industrial
licence under IDR Act, the
process of obtaining
industrial licence was very
cumbersome and used to act
as a major road block for the
industry, particularly small
and medium industry, who
were in the business of
making part, components, sub
systems and sub-assemblies.
The Government liberalized
the licensing policy and now
most of the components,
parts, raw materials, testing
equipments, production
machinery, castings, forgings
etc. have been taken out from
the purview of licensing. The
companies desirous of
manufacturing such items no
longer require industrial
licence and will also not be
subjected to FDI ceiling of
49%.  A comprehensive
Security Manual indicating the
security architecture to be
followed by various class of

industries has been put in
public domain, so that
companies could easily access
the same and follow it
accordingly. The initial
validity of industrial licence
has been increased from two
to three years.

For the first time, a
Defence Export Strategy has
been formulated and has been
put in public domain. The
strategy outlines specific
initiatives to be taken by the
Government for encouraging
the export of defence items.
It is aimed at making the
domestic industry more
sustainable in the long run as
the industry cannot sustain
purely on domestic demand.
A Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) for issue of
NOC for export of military
stores has been finalised and
has also been put in public
domain. Requirement of End
User Certificate (EUC) to be
signed and stamped by
Government authorities has
been dispensed with for most
of the defence items,
particularly parts,
components, sub-systems and
sub-assemblies. This will
largely ease out the export by
the domestic industry. A
web-based online system to
receive applications for NOC
for export of military stores
has been developed and has
been put in place.

There is a big opportunity
in the defence sector for both
domestic and foreign
investors. We have the third
largest armed force in the
world with an annual budget

of about US$ 38 billion and
40% of this is used for capital
acquisition. In the next 7-8
years, we would be investing
more than US$ 130 billion in
modernization of our armed
forces and with the present
policy of MAKE IN INDIA,
the onus is now on the
industry to make best use of
this opportunity for the
benefit of both the business
as well as the nation. Besides,
under offset more than Rs.
25000 crore obligations are to
be discharged in next 7-8
years.

While on the one hand,
Government is making
necessary policy changes with
regard to procurement,
investment including FDI,
licensing, export etc., the
industry also needs to come
up and accept the challenge
of up-gradation in terms of
technology and required
investments. Defence is the
sector which requires huge
investments and technology
and is driven by innovation.
The industry, therefore, has
also to change its mindset and
think for long term rather
than temporary gains. We
need to focus more on
Research and Development
and state of the art
manufacturing capabilities.
The Government is fully
committed to create an eco-
system for the domestic
industry to rise and to provide
a level-playing field to all
sectors of industry, both
public and private.    

(The writer is the Union
Minister for Defence.)
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Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi
addressed four rallies

in Delhi assembly election
campaign. His rallies drew
unprecedented crowd. While
addressing his last campaign
in Delhi’s Ambedkar Nagar
for the Vidhan Sabha elections
on February 4, Shri Narendra
Modi said that he witnessed
such a huge crowd in the
rallies recently that wasn’t
even at the time of Lok Sabha
elections. Shri Modi said that
at ground level, everyone was
talking about the BJP
government. The PM assumed
that all the wrongdoings of
the Congress party needed to
be corrected in these
elections. “In the coming five
years we have to undo the
wrongs of the last 15 years.
We have to take things on the
right path,” said Shri Modi.

While addressing the
huge gathering, Shri Modi
stressed upon the fact that
these elections were about
how India’s capital should be
and how the lifestyle of
people of Delhi should be.
Focussing his views on
progress for all, Shri Modi
said that nothing could
happen without development.
“Development is when the life
of the poor is transformed,
they get good education, good
health facilities,” the PM
added. He also added that

poor should have their own
homes and the party is
dedicated to that. He urged
the people to vote for the BJP
government that can carry out
development of Delhi.

Shri Narendra Modi said
that opponents of BJP has not
been able to digest the fact
that son of a poor man became
the Prime Minister of the

country. “They did all kinds
of surveys. Everyone would
show surveys in Varanasi
saying Modi will lose. Who
were these people I wonder,”
he added.

Shri Narendra Modi also
said, “There are people with
whom we differ but we can’t
deny that they gave their
youth for the Nation. They
have all served in their States.”

He added that few people say
that doing something for the
1984 riot victims or even
lowering prices was just for
the sake of winning the polls,
to which Shri Modi replied,
“We are working for the
people and will continue to
do that.”

The Prime Minister noted
that a lot of lies were being

spread about the North-East.
Shri Modi said that when
there was trouble in
Karnataka, the State’s then
Home Minister himself went
to assure the people in the
North-East. “Just for the sake
of your politics please do not
do anything to the unity of
the nation,” Shri Modi said to
those who spread such lies.

While campaigning in

Development is when the life of the
poor is transformed : PM Modi

Delhi Assembly Elections
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North Delhi’s Rohini on
February 3rd, 2015, the Prime
Minister said that people of
Delhi have blessed him and
the BJP with their affection
and strength in the Lok Sabha
elections. Shri Modi said,
“Delhi gave us 7 out of 7 seats.
You made me your own. It is
my duty to return the
affection that the people of
Delhi have given me.” The
PM noted that Delhi always
draws attention when anyone
talks about India.

Shri Narendra Modi
emphasized that previous
government of Congress had
spoilt fifteen years of Delhi.
Adding to it, he noted that
those who were new, they
also ruined a year of Delhi.
“Those who came were new
so they spoiled a year. Now it
is our responsibility to remove
Delhi from the ruin of the last
16 years,” said the PM.

The Prime Minister quoted
that even critics of BJP did
not have any issues to rise
about. He added that media
too did not want to focus on
the Mother and Son
campaigns, thus forcing these
critics to resort to
misinformation. Shri Modi
further added, “Those who
ask us about price rise, can I
ask you- in January 2014 what
was price of gas cylinder &
what is price in January 2015.”

Delhi CM candidate Dr.
Kiran Bedi, Delhi BJP chief
Shri Satish Upadhyay and
Union Minister Dr.
Harshvardhan and Delhi BJP
Prabhari Shri Prabhat Jha were
present on the occasion. 

Those who take black money will only
do ‘black’ politics : Amit Shah

BJP National President Shri Amit Shah on February 5
lambasted Aam Aadmi Party over dubious funding,
saying the party which takes black money will only do

‘black’ politics.
AAP was caught red-handed in receiving funds through

round-tripping from companies which did not have any
business and accused it of adopting “diversionary tactics” to
deflect attention.

AAP Volunteer Action Manch (AVAM), a breakaway group
of the Aam Aadmi Party  accused the Shri Arvind Kejriwal-

led party of
receiving Rs 2
crore last year
through four
“ d u b i o u s ”
companies.

Shri Shah
said while
a d d r e s s i n g
election rally
in Delhi,”Kali
raat me kala

dhan lene wali party kali rajneeti hi kar sakti hai (Party which
takes black money in the darkness of the night can only
indulge in black politics). They had promised that they will
recover the blackmoney and now they have been found
indulging in similar things,”

“This election is mainly a contest between two parties —
one which fulfils its promises and one which doesn’t,” he
said. Shri Shah also took potshots at Congress President
Rahul Gandhi saying he was wearing ‘Italian glasses’ and
hence can’t see the reality.

Rahul baba(rahul Gandhi) says Pakistani firing used to
happen during their regime and happens even now, how has
it made any difference? He is wearing ‘Italian glasses’ and
hence can’t see that earlier there was no retaliation from
India,” he said. The BJP President took swipe at the erstwhile
Congress-led UPA government saying it could not reduce
diesel and petrol prices during its 15-year regime but BJP has
done it twelve times in eight months.

Shri Shah also asserted that BJP has fulfilled its various
promises by introducing the Jan Dhan Yojna and forming a
Special Investigation Team for recovery of blackmoney stashed
abroad. 
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Diagnosis
The physician should

develop an inquisitive outlook
towards the less obvious signs
of ill-health so as to warn the
patients from getting ill.

The causes of diseases are
beautifully summarised in
Ayurveda into three groups, viz.,
(i) Unsuitable use of the senses—
Asaalmya Indriyaartha
Samyoga, (ii) faulty judgement—
Prajnaa Aparaadha and (iii) The
effects of time—Parinaama.
Research should be conducted
on the incidence of the seasons
(Ritus) in India and their
influence on the onset of
diseases and of the
pharmacological properties
(Rasa, Guna, etc.) of food-
materials and drugs. Today, the
methods of investigation of
diseases are lop-sided giving no
real attention to the man as a
whole. The physician who
depends too much on
instruments and laboratories is
unable to develop the most
valuable faculty of intuition.
Charaka says:

“A physician who cannot
enter into the innermost soul of
the patient with the bright light
of the lamp of his own
knowledge cannot successfully
treat any disease.” (Charaka
Vimana IV-14)
Methods of Research

We should conduct research
in Ayurveda in order to make it
the best system of treatment in
the world. As the word Ayurveda
implies, it is the Science of Life.
It has no limitation of race,

climate or country. Its door is
open to all true knowledge from
any source. The application of
Modern Methods of
Pharmacological technique
conducted in collaboration with

experienced Ayurvedic scholars
is sure to result in the
advancement of both Ayurveda
and Modern Medicine. Literally,
pharmacological, biochemical,
clinical, psychological and
philosophical research should
all be conducted side by side.

The methods of research in
Ayurveda should not be to
imitate what is done in other
countries. The research should
be based upon the fundamentals
assumed by Ayurveda.
Ayurveda has a good working
hypothesis which has helped the
successful practice of Ayurveda
through the centuries and it is
still a living force today with the
Ayurvedic physician and the
patient.

The Siddha and Unani
systems also follow the same
fundamental principles and are

popular with certain sections of
the people.
Conclusion

Herein, I have laid emphasis
on four points which are
fundamental to the study of
Ayurveda.
(i) Ayurveda is superior to

modern science in some
respects and can
incorporate all the
advances of Modern
Science, but Modern
Science, cannot adopt all
that Ayurveda teaches,
unless it accepts the
existence of the soul in
man as the Director of the
several processes of life.

(ii) Man is not to be treated as
machine. The factor of
personality is greatly
responsible for the
happiness or misery of the
individual.

(iii) Modern Medicine should
not be extended into the
villages, unless it is
integrated with Ayurveda
by adopting its basic
principles of self-control to
prevent disease

(iv) Research in Ayurveda
should be conducted by
adequate personal of the
right type, proficient in
Ayurveda, with the co-
operation of modern
Scientists.

The scope of Ayurveda is
endless. Although ancient, it has
the capacity to grow and be ever
new, Puranama cha Punarnavam
(Charaka Siddhi).

Courtesy: The Divine Life
Society

Ayurveda — Although Ancient It Can Be Ever New
By Sri Swami Sivananda

Golden words from Aadhyatama


